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SEWING MACHINE PRESSER FOOT SET
THE BIG 5

The Ultimate USER GUIDE
What? How? It’s all here. Madam Sew explains everything in detail.
Congratulations on your brand new set of the big five presser feet! In this document, that you can print out if 
you like, you’ll find all the information you need to get you started with your five new big presser feet.

The easy to store container of the set comes with a handy guide for the feet. You can easily identify each foot 
by the clear numbering. With the help of your Madam Sew Ultimate User Guide’s descriptions and links to 
videos in this document you will learn to use all your new presser feet in no time.  You are going to have so 
much fun creating and learning new techniques for each of these presser feet.  

We love seeing what you create!  
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Share your photos on
instagram with the
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BONUS ITEM IN THIS SET!

LOW SHANK 
SNAP-ON ADAPTER

Your Special Bonus Snap on 
Adapter allows you to use the snap 
on feet in this set on all low shank 
machines, including the brands: 
JANOME, SINGER, BROTHER, 
PFAFF, & JUKI

It is easy to attach to your sewing 
machine shank with the presser 
foot (holder) screw (thumbscrew).



HOW TO USE THIS MANUAL?
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You have the choice of using the manual online or printing it out for convenience. The 
online manual contains video and written tutorials about the 5 presser feet in this set.

For those reading digitally all the links to videos will work straight from the document.  
Just give them a click and you will be taken straight to the video you want.

If you printed this manual you can type the link in your browser on your computer or phone 
or you can use a mobile device to scan the QR-codes that go with every link to go to the 
content you want to see or read. 

To be able to scan QR-codes with your mobile device you will have to install a QR-code 
scanner. There are a lot of free apps available that you can install on your device. A very 
good one, that is available for both iOS (iPhone/iPad) and android (most other mobile 
devices) is QR Code Reader. Go to www.scan.me/download on your mobile device to 
download it to your device.
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I. WHAT IS IN THE BOX?  

To help you get started as soon as possible, you also receive a 16 page mini booklet 
with the set explaining each foot and how they can be used. Each foot is numbered on 

the insert, in the graphic above and throughout the manual to keep things simple.

TM

BONUS: LOW SHANK 
SNAP-ON ADAPTER

WIDE HEM FOOT

ADJUSTABLE GUIDE FOOT FLOWER STITCH FOOT

WALKING FOOT QUILT GUIDE BAR

BORDER GUIDE FOOT
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II. QUICK START GUIDE
HOW TO ATTACH THE PRESSER FEET TO YOUR SEWING MACHINE

Step 1: Raise the presser foot lever so the presser foot doesn’t touch the stitch plate.

Step 2: Remove the snap-on foot that is currently attached to your machine. See the user manual of your 
sewing machine to learn how. Most machines use a lever or button at the backside of the presser foot 
holder.

Step 3: Attach feet #1, #2 and #3 from this set just as you attach the presser feet that came with your sewing 
machine. If the foot from our set doesn’t snap on, move to Situation 2.

Step 4: Feet #4 and #5 are screw-on presser feet. To use these presser feet, you will have to remove the 
presser foot holder from your sewing machine. You can find how to do that in the user manual that 
came with your sewing machine. After removing the presser foot holder, attach the screw-on foot you 
want to use. You can find detailed instructions for installing these feet further in this booklet.

SITUATION 1:
Your sewing machine uses snap-on presser feet (not Pfaff)

W A R N I N G

Before replacing the presser foot and presser foot holder, be sure to turn 
off the sewing machine, otherwise injuries may occur if  (start/stop) button 

is accidentally pressed and the machine starts sewing. 
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II. QUICK START GUIDE

SITUATION 2:
Your sewing machine uses screw-on presser feet or another kind of snap-on system
(e.g. Pfaff)

HOW TO ATTACH THE PRESSER FEET TO YOUR SEWING MACHINE

Step 1: Only if your machine has a presser foot holder attached: remove the presser foot holder. You can find 
how to do that in the user manual that came with your sewing machine. 

Step 2: To use the snap on presser feet in this set (#1, #2 and #3): Attach the bonus low shank snap-on adapter 
from the set (in the slot with the star, under presser foot #1 in your set) as shown in picture 1 and snap 
on any presser foot from the set as shown in picture 2.

Step 3: To remove the snap-on presser foot: raise the needle and presser foot lever and push the red button at 
the back of the bonus adapter. You might have to gently push down the presser foot to detach it from 
the bonus adapter.

Step 4: Feet #4 and #5 are screw-on presser feet. To use these you have to remove the bonus adapter and 
attach the screw-on foot with the presser foot holder screw (C). You can find detailed instructions for 
installing these feet further in this booklet.

1
A: Shank
B: Bonus Adapter
C: Presser Foot 

Holder Screw

32

Watch a video showing you how to attach the bonus adapter.
Go to: http://madamsew.com/bonus-adapter with your browser 
or scan the QR code.
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Step 1: Attach the Bernina adapter you bought from our shop, separately from this set. It attaches just as your 
Bernina presser feet (picture 1 and 2).

Step 2: You can now screw on the screw-on feet in the set: #4 and #5. You can find detailed instructions for 
installing these feet further in this booklet.

Step 3: To use the snap-on feet in the set (#1, #2 and #3): attach the bonus adapter as shown in picture 3.

Step 4: To remove the snap-on foot: raise the needle and presser foot lever and push the red button at the back 
of the bonus adapter. You might have to gently push down the presser foot to detach it from the bonus 
adapter.

A

1 2

A

B

C

3

B

4

II. QUICK START GUIDE

SITUATION 3:
You have a Bernina Sewing Machine

HOW TO ATTACH THE PRESSER FEET TO YOUR SEWING MACHINE

Watch a video showing you how to use the Bernina adapter.
Go to: http://madamsew.com/bernina-adapter with your browser 
or scan the QR code.
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III. DESCRIPTION OF THE DIFFERENT FEET
1. The Wide Hem Foot
This is a wide hem presser foot. This universal presser foot makes 
double turned and top stitched hems, without you needing to mark, pin 
or press. It turns the fabric under twice and stitches it down, eliminating 
two pressing steps.

This foot is a huge time saver if you’re sewing a lot of hems and on top of 
that, you’ll get more accurate results. The guide on the hemmer turns 
under the raw edge and allows it to be easily stitched into place, giving 
you professional looking turned hems.

With this wide hem foot, you can sew hems of 3/4 inch. There are also 
feet for ½ “ and 1” wide hems. The final width of your hem may vary 
slightly depending on the thickness and weight of your fabric as well as 
your sewing technique.

Some people might be more familiar with the rolled hem foot or the flat 
hem foot. The smaller brothers of these feet. They come with the 32 pcs 
Ultimate Presser Foot Set, # 30 and #31. These feet both create a similar 
delicate and very thin hem for lightweight fabrics, perfect for finishing 
blouses or summer skirts. The di�erence between these feet is the final 
hem produced by #30 is slightly rounder, as it escapes the back of the 
foot through a curved groove. #31 creates a flattened hem.

1

Rolled Hem
Foot

Flat Hem
Foot
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The wide hem foot is a universal presser foot on which a guide with a small curled fabric folder is attached to 
prefold the fabric before it reaches the actual presser foot. 

There is a thumb screw to adjust this fabric guide. You can move the guide left to right to position the hem edge 
under the needle. You can reposition your needle as well to get the hems right.

Dimensions
• The presser foot measurements: 2” x 1 ¾”
• The fabric folder size: 6/8” 
• The thumb screw moves the guide 3/16” left to right

Di�erent Uses
With these feet, you can make ¾ inch double folded hems on di�erent 
projects: 
• Apparel: skirts, pants, shorts, blouses, shirts, ...
• Home decor: curtains, tea towels, napkins, sheets, tablecloths, ...

On long straight hems it’s really great and an enormous time gain but it 
can also be used for the curved hems of a skirt or a round tablecloth. 
Curved folds are always a bit tricky, so just like you would do without 
this foot, I advise you to baste stitch the circle first and trim a little to 
make the circular fold neat and tidy.

You don’t necessarily need a corner to start, the wide hem foot can be 
used perfectly for tubular hems.

Medium weight fabrics work the easiest but you can use a wide hem foot 
with a wide variety of fabrics. I hemmed this Ikea curtain for a friend of 
mine and a very lightweight tablecloth for my garden table.

You can also use this foot with knit fabrics and even use a double needle, 
but the double line will be on the wrong side (the bobbin side makes the 
zigzag) so it’s not ideal. Use a zigzag stitch.

I hemmed 2 pyjama shorts for my children
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For a little doll’s skirt I even used the foot to make the loop for the waist 
band. I put a thin elastic in and closed the band.

I haven’t tried it yet but I found examples on the internet in which people 
used decorative stitches to hem. Really beautiful!

I don’t advise to use this foot to hem corners. If you’re looking for a neat 
technique for hemming corners, look into one of my older posts, where I 
showed you how to make mitered corners (the zero-waste napkins post). 
And If you succeed in sewing neat corners with a wide hemmer foot, 
please let me know!!

Pictures:
1: https://honeysucklelife.com/easy-ombre-travel-blanket/
2: https://www.seamwork.com/issues/2015/01/the-vintage-inspired-hemstitch

This Foot Fits...
It’s a universal foot designed for low shank snap-on sewing machines! 
For screw-on machines, Bernina and PFAFF machines and some 
Husqvarna Viking models and high shank machines you’ll need an 
adapter. So you can basically use this foot on any machine with the right 
adapter.

• On a Bernina: the Bernina adapter + a low shank snap on adapter 
• On a Pfa� or a Husqvarna Viking or on all screw-on machines: the low 

shank adapter 
• On a high shank machine: the high shank adapter

1

2
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HOW TO PUT THIS FOOT ONTO YOUR MACHINE?

For some sewing machine brands you need to screw-on an adapter first. 
• The low shank snap-on adapter for a Pfa�, a Husqvarna Viking (some models) or a low shank screw-on 

machine. 
• The Bernina adapter + the low shank snap-on adapter for a Bernina
• The high shank adapter for a high shank machine.

You can find all these adapters in our store. The low shank snap-on adapter is a bonus adapter in both the 
Ultimate 32pcs Presser Foot Set and this Big 5 Presser Foot Set. 

For help on how to attach it to your machine, see the quick start guide at the beginning of
this document.

Step 1: Remove your regular snap on foot and snap on the wide hem foot. Double fold a ¾” hem for about 2” of 
your fabric and press or pin it down. Put this folded hem under the presser foot and under the curled 
fabric folder. Sew a few stitches and backstitch.

Step 2: Put your needle down, lift the presser foot and move the fabric from under the holder and wriggle it 
into the fabric folder.

Step 3: Now you can start stitching, feeding the fabric in evenly. The folder turns your fabric into a double 
folded hem before it reaches your needle.

1 32

How To Install The Wide Hem Foot:
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Sewing with a wide hem foot is not di�cult, but putting your fabric in the folder can be a bit challenging, and 
ending when you’re sewing a tubular hem, and sewing over seams will be easier if you look at this information. 

1. THE START

For getting the fabric in the folder at the start there are several methods and it might need some practice. 
Always test on a scrap.

For a flat hem starting at a corner you can try to slide in the fabric into the fabric folder and pull the fabric 
under the needle, keeping it double folded. Some people press the first inches into a double folded hem, then 
'slide' the edge of the fabric into the guide of the foot. This is not always the most elegant part and I would 
rather call it: ‘wriggle' the fabric in the guide. Then pull the fabric backwards. This is not possible with tubular 
hems.

For this rectangular tablecloth, I used another technique to get the fabric in place. You can use this technique 
when you don’t start on an edge or you’re sewing a tubular hem.

Like the flat hem, you can start by pressing the first 3 inches with your iron. Make sure to press up the hem 
width twice. Then put the pressed hem under the foot, without using the fabric folder, just put the fabric 
underneath the curl. Put the presser foot down and sew a couple of stitches and backstitch. Put your needle 
down, lift the presser foot and wriggle the fabric in  and around the fabric folder, keeping the sewn part under 
the presser foot. Very often, I don’t even press the first inches. You can of course use this technique for flat 
hems as well.

Instructions to use the foot
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2. SEW AWAY

Either way, it is useful to have a stiletto, a pin or an owl at hand to help you pull the fabric through the fabric 
folder of the guide and up to and under the presser foot.  

Never start on a seam. 

Lower the presser foot and decide if you need to adjust the guide slightly left or right (loosen the thumb screw) 
or if you need to change your needle position right or left

For a normal hem, use a straight stitch appropriate for the weight of your fabric. Once you start sewing, the 
foot will do the turning under.

If you want to work with decorative stitches, you should start with a simple decorative stitch, something open 
and uncomplicated. You can use wing or hem stitch needles to have an original e�ect.

Begin sewing and allow the fabric to feed freely into the fabric folder. As you are sewing hold the fabric so it 
roles into the approximate width of the hem before it reaches the foot.

Feeding too much fabric in will result in a twisted hem. 

Feeding not enough fabric in, will do the same and leave the raw edge not folded under. If you see you’re losing 
control, just stop help a little by pushing the fabric a bit between the needle and the folder.

It will take some practice to master this. And know that di�erent fabric types will react di�erently

So always practice on a scrap.

3. SEAMS

If you have to cross a seam while hemming, it’s can be a little tricky. 

Sometimes a seam passes the fabric folder easily, but often you have to push a little with your owl or a pin. You 
can also trim to reduce the bulk of seam allowances and maybe use a glue stick to keep the seam allowances 
flat during hemming. If you’re really stuck, you can put your needle in the down position, lift your presser foot, 
pull the fabric out the curl, double fold it, put it underneath the presser foot and sew away. Once you crossed 
the seam, stop again with the needle down, lift the presser foot up, wriggle the fabric back in the curl and 
you’re good to continue.

4. THE ENDING

I use the same technique for the end of a tubular hem. With the end I mean where you reach your starting point. 

If you don’t stop at a corner (the tubular hem), you have to stop at least an inch from the edge or your foot will 
be stuck in between your stitches. Put your needle down, lift your presser foot, pull out the fabric, put it under-
neath the foot, stitch and then meet up with the start of your hem.

To end at a corner, press the fabric toward the foot to keep the full allowance in the curl.

Backstitching with fabric in the folder is not advised, but with some fabrics it’s perfectly possible. Always test 
on a scrap first.

There is also a video showing you everything you need to 
know about the wide hem foot. To watch this video go to 
http://madamsew.com/widehemfoot in your browser or 
scan the QR code.
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2. Border Guide Foot
No need to mark every row beforehand! The border guide foot helps you 
to easily match up your border designs or decorative stitches and sew 
evenly spaced lines. The two sets of vertical red lines allow you a perfect 
spacing of rows.

The border guide foot is a clear snap-on foot. It has wings with red 
guides that help you make perfectly parallel rows of stitching. You can 
sew without measuring and marking. The horizontal line matches the 
needle drop point and the small red mark the center of the stitches. 

The plastic glides over the fabric nicely while allowing you to view 
everything more easily. It will make your stitching more precise. 
Following the red guides is easier than using the guides on the needle 
plate.

2

Dimensions
The whole foot is 31/32” x 1 ⅞ “, so each wing is 15/16” wide. The first 
line is exactly ½” from the needle drop point. The second line is at 
13/16”.

Di�erent Uses
A border guide foot is made for sewists and quilters who love sewing machine decorative stitches.

It allows you to sew multiple rows of decorative stitches all beautifully lined up. You can build up a border of 
decorative stitches, without having to mark every row beforehand.

Embellish:
• A front button band on a blouse 
• Children’s clothing
• Home decorations such as placemats, table runners, tablecloths or napkins :-)
• Bags, totes and little purses

You can simply use this foot for sewing straight lines or for simple piecing. It’s great for measuring ½ inch 
wide spaces when sewing a Chenille blanket for example.
It’s also handy for creating channels, like corset boning channels, because the first line is exactly 1/2 inch. 

Or for seams or top stitching when you need a little extra space than a regular foot o�ers.

You can even make your own lace! Take a piece of water soluble stabilizer and lay a piece of tulle over this. 
Stitch decorative rows with white thread in the bobbin and needle. Cut away excess tulle o� and wash away 
the stabilizer.
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This Foot Fits...
All snap-on sewing machines except Bernina and PFAFF machines and some Husqvarna Viking models. 

You can also use this foot on:
• a Bernina if you have the Bernina adapter + a low shank snap on adapter
• a Pfa� or a Husqvarna Viking or on all low shank screw-on machines if you have the low shank adapter
• a high shank screw on machine if you have the high shank adapter

HOW TO put this foot on your machine?
The border guide foot is a universal snap-on presser foot. You just snap it on and of your presser foot holder. 
For help on how to attach it to your machine, see the quick start guide at the beginning of this document.

For low shank screw on machines and some sewing machine brands you need to screw on an adapter first. 

• The low shank snap-on adapter for a Pfa�, a Husqvarna Viking (some models)
• The Bernina adapter + the low shank snap-on adapter for a Bernina
• The high shank adapter for a high shank screw on machine.

You can find all these adapters in our store. The low shank adapter is a bonus adapter in the Ultimate 32pcs 
presser foot set. 

Instructions
Mark the fabric for the first row and also draw a horizontal start line if 
your starting point is not at the border of your fabric. In this way all your 
rows will start at the same spot. Your starting point is under the red 
horizontal line. Now ride the red mark in the center of the foot along 
your marked line for perfectly straight stitching.

For row 2, simply lineup row 1 between the 2 red lines on one side of the 
foot. Repeat on the other side of the foot for row 3 if you want your 
design to start from the middle.  
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The first row stays clear of the feed dogs so you are not sewing on a 
uneven surface that could cause your stitching to veer o� course.

To do in between rows, line up the 2 rows you already stitched between 
the 2 inner red lines.

As you sew, keep watching the guide lines, not the needle. This way your 
fabric will keep on going straight. Ideally, your previous line of stitching 
is between the two vertical red lines, so keep your eyes on the stitching 
between the red lines.
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Try out any of the built-in decorative stitches of your machine an make a 
beautiful design. If you have an embroidery machine, the possibilities are 
unlimited. The only thing that limits you is your imagination!

There is also a video showing you everything you need to 
know about the border guide foot. To watch this video go to 
http://madamsew.com/border-guide-foot in your browser 
or scan the QR code.
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3. Adjustable Guide Foot
Are you having trouble creating even seams at a particular distance? 
Without a good tool it can be. If you need a precise line for a seam or a 
hem, the adjustable guide foot is a great help. It’s ideal for quilting or any 
project that requires consistent sewn seams or topstitching. With the 
adjustable plastic guide on the right you choose your distance from the 
edge or from a row of stitching and sew in a straight line without 
marking.

This presser foot is a big help for beginners but also the more 
experienced seamstresses are very happy with this tool to give their 
projects a more professional look. 

The adjustable guide foot is a snap on presser foot with a plastic guide 
on the right. This guide clicks along a little ruler with 12 1/16” markings. 
You can sew without measuring and marking. The plastic guide slides 
next to your fabric, in a crease, or on a row of stitching. It guides you 
from the top. You don’t have to peek underneath to look at the guides on 
your sewing plate or spend time drawing lines on the fabric.

3

Dimensions
There are red marks on 3/8, 4/8, 5/8, 6/8 & 1 inch, and small marks 
(carvings) in between: 7/16, 9/16, 11/16, 13/16, 14/16, 15/16 & 17/16 
inch

The width of the adjustable guide foot is 1¾ inch.

Start with a dummy project if you want a specific seam width. By shifting 
your needle, you get even more options.

3/8" 4/8" 5/8" 6/8" 1"
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This Foot Fits...
All snap-on sewing machines except Bernina and PFAFF machines and some Husqvarna Viking models.  With 
the right adapter, you can also use this foot on:

• a Bernina if you have the Bernina adapter + a low shank snap on adapter 
• a Pfa� or a Husqvarna Viking or on all screw-on machines if you have the low shank adapter 
• a high shank machine if you have the high shank adapter 

HOW TO put this foot on your machine?
The adjustable guide foot is a universal snap-on presser foot that fits most snap on machines. Just 2 steps:
1. Snap o� you regular presser foot
2. Snap on the adjustable guide foot

For help on how to attach it to your machine, see the quick start guide at the beginning of this document.

For a low shank screw on machine, a Pfa� or some models of Husqvarna Viking, you need to: 
1. Screw o� your presser foot holder and
2. Screw on the low shank snap-on adapter 
3. Snap on the adjustable guide foot

For a Bernina you have to:
1. Remove the Bernina presser foot
2. Clip on the Bernina adapter 
3. Screw on the low shank snap-on adapter 
4. Snap on the adjustable guide foot

For a high shank screw on machine, you have to:
1. Remove your presser foot
2. Put on the high shank adapter 
3. Snap on the adjustable guide foot

You can find all these adapters in our store. The low shank adapter is a bonus adapter in the Ultimate 32pcs 
presser foot set. 

Di�erent Uses
The adjustable guide foot makes sewing straight lines a breeze, on hems, seams or quilts. You use this foot in 
a similar fashion as the ¼ quilting foot for example but for with this foot you can choose other, bigger widths. 
You can use both straight and decorative stitches with this foot.

You can use it for: 
• Topstitching even lines, on a strap of a bag or a brim of a hat for example 
• Decorative hems 
• Wide seams and hems
• Quilting
• Accurate lines in general

Overall, this foot is a plus for anyone who struggles with keeping a perfect line without a distinct guide. 

This foot isn’t made for bulky seams, the guide can get stuck when the presser foot is not leveled. A walking 
foot with guide is a better option for thick layers.
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Instructions
The adjustable guide foot guides from the top.
Simply line up the guide to the edge of your fabric, a line on your fabric, a row of stitching or a crease and then 
sew away, keeping the guide on the line, crease or edge. No marking or basting necessary.
The result is a perfect seam or an even line, which is ideal for quilting or any project that requires consistent 
sewn seams.

The adjustable guide foot makes sewing straight lines a breeze, on hems, seams or quilts! 

There is also a video showing you everything you need to 
know about the adjustable guide foot. To watch this video go to 
http://madamsew.com/guide-foot in your browser or scan the 
QR code.
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4. Flower Stitch Foot
With a flower stitch foot you can make circles of stitches with a basic 
sewing machine.

By using di�erent stitches, di�erent stitch widths and di�erent colors of 
threads, it creates flower inspired circular designs and you can stitch 
beautiful flowers on your fabrics. You can also use twin needles or even 
make round button holes with this foot.

The flower stitch foot is a screw-on foot and can be used on low shank 
machines.

The flower stitch foot consists of
• a large ring base,
• a driver arm on the right
• a foot clamp to attach the foot on your presser bar.
• a small latch on the right that drives the base.
• an adjustment screw on the back left

If you lift the latch, the base stops turning.

The adjustment screw on the back left allows you to slide the base from 
left to right to make circles in various sizes, move it towards the + sign 
to make bigger circles, move it to the - sign for smaller ones. The 
smallest circle you can make with it is ¼ inch, the biggest 1 inch in size.

4

How to Attach / Install the Foot
Raise your needle to its highest position. Remove your standard presser foot & the presser foot holder. Just 
screw off the entire foot, not just the snap-on part.

To attach the flower foot, you slide the foot clamp around the presser bar and the presser foot screw. Make 
sure to place the driver arm above the needle holder and then securely tighten the presser foot screw.
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Machine Settings
• Lower your feed dogs because the flower stitch foot does the transportation of your fabric.
• Set your stitch length to 0. In fact the stitch length is irrelevant when using the flower foot because the feed 

dogs are lowered. The feed dogs guide the stitch length, they move more or less fabric for smaller or bigger 
stitches..

• The stitch width does have an impact on the looks of your stitches, you can play with that but always test so 
your needle don’t hit the foot.

• Don’t use too complex stitches. Maybe try a zigzag stitch, an overlock stitch, a blind hem stitch, an overcast 
stitch and a serpentine stitch to start.

• Reduce the upper thread to a looser setting (2)

Fabric, Threads & Needle
Use a sturdy fabric or glue some stabilizer to the fabric you want to decorate. Most fabrics will need a 
stabilizer. Using a stabilizer prevents thinner fabrics from puckering and ensures that your stitches ly flat and 
look professional.

The stabilize you choose will depend on your fabric, but also the use and how dense you will stitch. You can use 
all purpose thread but of course you can use machine embroidery thread and decorative threads as well.

The choice of your needle will depend on the thread and the fabric you’re using.

Stitching with the FLower Stitch Foot
When the foot is attached, you have chosen a 
stitch and your thread, bobbin and needle are 
in place, always walk the hand wheel through 
a couple of stitches to see if all is clear. Then 
bring the bobbin thread up to the top and 
start sewing until you get a circle.

Take the time to play with your flower stitch 
foot on some scraps to get used to it and see 
what result you get with the different stitches 
you have on your machine.

It can be a good idea to make a sample like 
the pictures below (credits Sew4home.com) 
or you write down the designs you like while 
experimenting.
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Don’t move your fabric!  It is very di�cult to find the center again if 
you do.

Just loosen the screw, move the base of the flower foot to the + or - 
sign and tighten the screw again.

Make 2 circles for 1 flower - 
Concentric Circles

Place a dot on your fabric where you wish a flower to be stitched. 
The dot is the inner ring of the stitch pattern not the middle of the 
circle. Keep this in mind if you are precisely centering your flowers 
rather than randomly sprinkling them.

Positioning the Flower 
Stitch Foot

2 options
1. Use a twin needle with 2 di�erent colors, use
2. change the color of your upper thread

• try to do this without moving the fabric
• put the tension to 0
• change the thread
• continue sewing

2-Colored Flowers

• set your machine to a straight stitch
• raise the latch that drives the base of the foot with a tip of a 

screwdriver
• stitch in place for 3 to 5 stitches

Lock your Threads with 
your Machine

There is also a video showing you everything you need to 
know about the flower stitch foot To watch this video go to 
http://madamsew.com/flower-foot in your browser or 
scan the QR code.
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5. Open Toe Walking Foot with Guide
With a walking foot di�erent layers of fabric will move evenly through 
your machine. Hems on stretch fabrics will move straight under this foot 
and not wobbly, stretched out, leaving you with lumps and a puckered 
result.

It’s not only a walking foot, but an open-toe one as well!  This means that 
all the layers of your quilting sandwich will be fed evenly through your 
machine, preventing puckering, AND you will be able to see what you’re 
doing.  Plus, the open toe has guides on the foot itself and an adjustable, 
removable guide that will allow you to easily quilt parallel lines and turn 
corners accurately.

5

Dimensions & Parts
The walking foot has built in feed dogs that work like the feed dogs of 
your machine. The feed dogs of your machine are two or three short, thin 
metal bars, crosscut with diagonal teeth, in a sewing machine's needle 
plate, below your presser foot. They march back and forth pulling your 
fabric under the presser foot while you sew. They march in measured 
and precisely timed increments that create the distance between each 
stitch. The feed dogs of this foot start to walk as the needle and needle 
bar of your machine go up and down and push the presser foot lever of 
the walking foot up and down as well. This way the foot grips your fabric 
evenly from the top.
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The open toe walking foot consists of:
• A sole with an open toe and red markings on it to serve as seam and cornering guides

- The needle drop point is marked by a little vertical line in the middle (behind the needle). The other vertical 
marks indicate ¼” distance from the needle drop point. You can use one of the metal tips of the sole for ⅛” 
distance. 

- The horizontal marks allow for easy and accurate corner pivoting, the red markins closest to the presser 
foot screw mark the needle drop point and then you have markings at ⅛” and ¼”. If you want ⅝” distance, 
you can just use the end of the sole as your guide.

• An arm on the right (the presser foot lever) with a white plastic ‘fork’ that sits around the needle bar (where 
the needle fixing screw is)

• A foot clamp to attach the foot on your presser bar screw, the presser bar holder
• The 2 rows of teeth are the upper feed dogs, they stand 1/2” apart
• A white plastic box with a little hole at the back to attach the guide bar

This foot comes with an accessory : a quilting bar or the guide. You just slide the bar in the opening at the back 
of the white plastic box. 

A ‘regular’ walking foot has a closed sole. An open toe foot, an open sole. The open sole gives you more 
visibility when sewing. 

Uses of this Foot 
• Work with difficult fabrics types. This 

foot doesn’t lose control while working 
with slippery or sticky, very lightweight 
or stretch materials. Think sheer tulle, 
minky, gauze, suede, laminated fabric, 
vinyl pvc fabric, real leather, faux fur, 
fleece, flannel, satin, lace, knit fabrics, ...

• Match designs on seams and matching 
seam intersections. Plaids or stripes will 
match and the top layer won’t stay 
behind.

• Master bulky seams. Sewing with denim, 
thin leather, thick sew-in interfacing or 
lining.. the walking foot walks evenly 
over both layers even when you go from 
multiple layers to one and back to 
multiple. It keeps on walking, uphill, 
downhill and sews easily through 
multiple layers of fabric.

• Avoid draglines for hems, especially with 
slippery, lightweight and stretch fabrics.

• Add embellishments and trimmings. 
Ruffles, gathers, pleats won’t be pushed 
towards you as you sew. The 
embellishments will no longer shift away 
from where you intended.
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This Foot Fits...
Opposed to snap-on presser feet, screw-on presser feet, like the walking foot, are different for high and low 
shank sewing machines. A screw-on presser foot that is built for a machine with a low shank will not fit a 
machine with a high shank and vice versa. 

So:
• If you have a low shank sewing machine, you can use our universal walking foot
• If you have a high shank sewing machine, you can’t (and there is no adapter to fix this)
• If you have a Bernina sewing machine, you can use our universal walking feet, but you will need a specific 

Bernina adapter 

How to put the Foot on your Machine… 
To install your walking foot, lift your presser foot, don’t move the needle 
to its highest position because you’re going to need the needle bar, 
remove your standard presser foot and the presser foot holder of your 
machine. You have to screw the entire foot off, not just the snap-on part.

To attach the walking foot, you slide the foot from behind and put the 
foot clamp around the presser foot holder screw in the left and at the 
same time make sure that the plastic fork sits around the needle bar on 
the right before you tighten the screw.

Move your needle up and down to test if it doesn’t touch the metal of the 
sole. You can see that the lever and the little fork around the needle bar 
is moving along and this it what controls the upper feed dogs.

There is no difference with other low shank machines. You always screw 
off the presser foot holder and screw on the walking foot. For a Bernina, 
you will need to buy a Bernina adapter as well (see above)

For help on how to attach it to your machine, see the quick start guide at 
the beginning of this document.

Sewing Instructions
Sewing with this foot is very straightforward. Once it is attached, you 
can just sew like you would with a regular presser foot. Don’t go to fast. 
It works best at a slower pace, medium speed.

You can use the stitches you like, even use a double needle.

For knit and stretch fabrics, use a special needle and maybe a zigzag 
stitch. If the fabric is really frail, strengthen it, by ironing some fusible 
interfacing before you sew the seams.

A walking foot can be used for forward stitching only, as the top feed 
dogs will keep on moving your top fabric forward. But I have found that 
my walking foot can handle 2-3 stitches backwards in order to 
backstitch at the start of a seam.
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Quilting your First Line
If you are not using a seam as your guide, mark where your line of stitches is going to be.

Slide your quilting sandwich under the presser foot (you may need to force the foot further up) and align the 
center mark on your foot with the line on the fabric.

Start sewing slowly, keeping your line moving against the foot’s center guide.

Using the Guides on the Foot
Once you have your first line of stitches, you can use it as a guide and align it with the guides or the edges of 
your foot to make evenly spaced lines.

The quarter inch markings are also very helpful to turn sharp corners 

For Quilting
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Using the Detachable Guide

Your open-toe walking foot, also comes with a detachable guide that you can use to quilt lines with larger 
spaces in between them.  This guide attaches to the back of the foot from either side by simply sliding it into 
the hole.

You can slide the guide closer or further away from the foot until it rests on the spot you want to use as a guide 
(this can be a seam, the fabric edge, a previous quilting line…), then keep this line aligned with the guide as you 
quilt your next line.

As you can see there is a lot you can do with this fabulous foot!  How do you think you will use it?  Let us know 
in the comments, and ask us any questions as well, we are always happy to answer them.

There are also a 2 videos showing you everything you need to 
know about the open toe walking foot. 

• How to Use the Open Toe Walking Foot, to watch this video 
go to http://madamsew.com/walking-foot in your browser or 
scan the QR code. 

• Quilting with the Open Toe Walking Foot with guide, to watch 
this video go to http://madamsew.com/walking-foot-quiltingin 
your browser or scan the QR code.
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